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The KEY to our collection!
We are pleased to offer a variety of 
formats in our branches for reading 
and listening to books:

HB – hardback book

PB – paperback book

CD – audiobook on CD

MP3CD – audiobook on CD  

in MP3 format

SCLD also offers eBooks and 
digital audiobooks on our 
website. These items require a 
computer for downloading. If 
you want to listen to a digital 
audiobook or read an eBook 
away from a computer, a portable 
device is required (ex. tablets, 
eReaders, and smartphones).

EB – eBook
DAB – digital audiobook

Library News & Information

Take a Bite Out of Nourish
This spring, we’re offering a series of programs to nourish you. We’re 
bringing in presenters to talk about food and sustainability, and health 
for your mind, body and spirit. 

Take a yoga class, hear about therapeutic horticulture, or explore the 
Inland Northwest through a photographer’s lens. Whatever your taste, 
we think you’ll find something here to nourish you. Stay tuned for 
more details, coming soon. 

Lego Build Days Are Back
Bring the whole family to the library to build the day away with 
Legos (and Duplos for the really little ones). After the fun is over, the 
creations will be on display at the library all month. Pick up a flyer at 
any county library, or visit scld.org/let-legos to find the next build day. 

Plant a Little Seed
The Otis Orchards Library is launching a new seed lending library! The 
idea is simple: you borrow from a selection of vegetable and flower 
seeds at any time during the year, plant them in your garden, and 
watch them grow. When it’s time to harvest, let a plant or two go 
to seed, and bring some back to the library for the next round of 
gardeners to enjoy. 

In celebration of this new addition, the Otis Orchards Library is 
offering gardening workshops with local Master Gardeners, to help 
you get ready for spring! Stop by the library to find out more or visit 
scld.org/give-and-take/

AIRWAY HEIGHTS 
509.893.8250

ARGONNE 
509. 893.8260

CHENEY 
509.893.8280

DEER PARK 
509.893.8300

FAIRFIELD 
509.893.8320

MEDICAL LAKE 
509.893.8330

MORAN PRAIRIE 
509.893.8340

NORTH SPOKANE 
509.893.8350

OTIS ORCHARDS 
509.893.8390

SPOKANE VALLEY 
509.893.8400

Outreach Services are 
designed for those in 
the community who 
are unable to visit any 
of the District’s 10 
libraries. Outreach also 
acts as the local liaison 
for Washington Talking 
Book & Braille Library.
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FICTION
BERTINO, Marie-Helene
2 A.M. AT THE CAT’S PAJAMAS
Over the course of one magical night, 
Madeleine, an aspiring nine-year-old jazz singer, 
Sarina, a lonely teacher, and Lorca, a desperate 
club owner, all discover life’s endless possibilities.

303 pages   HB   CD   DAB   EB

BRANARD, Lynne
THE ART OF ARRANGING FLOWERS
Ruby has a talent for giving joy with her flower 
arrangements. Unfortunately there isn’t much 
joy in Ruby’s life. Those she has touched with 
her talent are determined to fix her problem. 

383 pages   HB  EB

BUTCHER, Jim
SKIN GAME
Wizard Harry Dresden has been loaned to a 
group of supernatural bad guys by Queen Mab 
as payment of a debt. Their mission: steal from 
Hades, Lord of the Underworld.

717 pages   HB   CD   EB

CLARK, Mary Higgins
THE CINDERELLA MURDER
Laurie is planning a reality TV drama. She will 
be featuring the cold case of a murdered UCLA 
student.  Little does she know that she will 
provoke some of Hollywood’s powerful elite in 
the process.

465 pages   HB   CD   DAB   EB

CLARK, Mindy Starns
THE AMISH BLACKSMITH
Jake is an apprentice blacksmith. His employer 
has asked him to help Priscilla reconnect with 
their Amish community; in the process he 
discovers the true nature of forgiveness and love.

512 pages   HB 

COLGAN, Jenny
THE LOVELIEST CHOCOLATE SHOP IN PARIS
Anna has a chance to work with an elite Paris 
chocolatier. The problem is she doesn’t know 
anything about making chocolate. Fortunately 
patience and luck will bring a sweet reward.

519 pages   HB 

COULTER, Catherine
THE LOST KEY
Newly minted FBI agent Nicholas Drummond 
and his partner Mike Caine are investigating a 
murder. Their best hope lies with the victim’s 
last words: “The key is in the lock.”

615 pages   CD   EB   MP3CD

CUMMING, Charles
A COLDER WAR
Western intelligence in the Middle East is being 
sabotaged. The director of MI-6 has called 
Tom Kell, a disgraced former agent. Only Kell’s 
unique skills can uncover the traitor.

603 pages   HB   CD   DAB   EB

CUSSLER, Clive
HAVANA STORM
While working for NUMA in the Caribbean, 
Dirk Pitt and his children, Dirk and Summer, 
unwittingly become involved in a dangerous 
post-Castro power struggle in Cuba. 

553 pages   HB   CD   DAB   EB

DEKKER, Ted
A.D. 30
Maviah is the outcast daughter of a powerful 
sheikh, forced to flee to a strange new 
kingdom. There she meets a mystic and prophet 
known as Yeshua.

557 pages   HB   DAB   EB

DIAMANT, Anita
THE BOSTON GIRL
Addie Baum was the daughter of immigrant 
parents. Growing up in Boston in the early 
1900s, her intelligence and curiosity took her to 
a world her parents could hardly imagine.

409 pages   HB   CD   DAB   EB

DICKER, Joel
THE TRUTH ABOUT THE  
HARRY QUEBERT AFFAIR
Marcus Goldman is suffering from writer’s block, 
so he plans a visit with his mentor, respected 
novelist Harry Quebert. Marcus’s plans are cut 
short when Harry is implicated in murder.

897 pages   HB   DAB   EB
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FICTION
FACEOFF
This anthology contains eleven stories in which 
the main characters of major authors face 
off against each other. Some of the authors 
included are Michael Connelly, Heather 
Graham, and Lee Child.

543 pages   HB   CD   EB

GILBERT, Kellie Coates
A WOMAN OF FORTUNE
Claire enjoyed the fame, fortune, and lifestyle 
of a Texas socialite. It all ended when her 
husband was jailed for fraud. Now Claire must 
face a new and frightening world.

507 pages   HB   EB

GRAHAM, Heather
THE HEXED
Shortly after Devin moved into her cottage, 
she discovered a murdered woman in the 
woods. An FBI special unit is sent to investigate; 
because some of the witnesses are ghosts.

431 pages   HB   CD   EB

GRAY, Shelley
SECRETS OF SLOAN HOUSE
Rosalind Perry took a position as housemaid at 
Sloane House to learn the truth of her sister’s 
disappearance. Together with Reid Armstrong, 
she uncovers dark secrets of Chicago’s elite.

399 pages   HB   DAB

GREANEY, Mark
FULL FORCE AND EFFECT
The murder of a CIA agent and the crash of a 
North Korean ICBM in the Sea of Japan have 
Jack Ryan, Jr. and his team scrambling.

847 pages   HB   CD   DAB   EB

GRISHAM, John
GRAY MOUNTAIN
Samantha, a recently furloughed Manhattan 
attorney, moved to Appalachia to work in a legal 
aid clinic where she discovers small town life isn’t 
romantic, and fighting for justice is dangerous.

545 pages   PB   CD   DAB   EB

HOOPER, Kay
HAUNTED
The Bishop/Special Crimes Unit has been called 
in to investigate two mysterious murders. 
This special team is made up of the only ones 
equipped to deal with suspects who may be dead.

358 pages   HB 

HUBBARD, Charlotte
WINTER OF WISHES
Rhoda’s sister is a new bride and her mother 
about to remarry. What’s left for her? She 
answers an ad from an Englischer needing a 
caregiver for his family.

489 pages   PB 

HUBBARD, Charlotte
AUTUMN WINDS
Widow Miriam Lantz has some misgivings about 
Ben Hooley, the traveling blacksmith who seems 
interested in her. Miriam must listen to her 
heart and trust in God to find happiness.

479 pages   PB 

HUBBARD, Charlotte
BREATH OF SPRING
Annie Mae is struggling with her faith, and 
shouldering the responsibility for her siblings 
fills her with doubt. Fortunately, family and 
friends will help her realize how strong she 
really is.

447 pages   PB 

JACKSON, Lisa
CLOSE TO HOME
Sarah and her daughters moved into the old 
Victorian mansion where Sarah grew up. Sarah 
may be the only one who can prevent the 
mansion’s dark past from repeating itself. 

646 pages   HB   CD   DAB

JIO, Sarah
GOODNIGHT JUNE
June is a successful, but unhappy professional. 
When she is asked to determine the fate of her 
late, great-aunt’s bookstore, June will discover a 
connection to American literary history.

391 pages   HB   CD   DAB   EB
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FICTION
JOHANSEN, Iris
SIGHT UNSEEN
Born blind, Kendra used her other highly 
developed senses to assist law enforcement in 
solving crimes. Now someone is recreating her 
old cases, down to the last murderous detail.

431 pages   HB   CD   MP3CD

JOHANSEN, Iris
THE PERFECT WITNESS
Fleeing mobsters who wanted to exploit her gift 
for reading memories, Teresa Casali accepted 
help from Andre Mandak. Now she’s safe, but 
will Andre also want to exploit her gift?

493 pages   HB   CD   DAB   EB

KELLERMAN, Jonathan
THE GOLEM OF HOLLYWOOD
The Golem of Prague is a legendary creature 
fashioned by a sixteenth century rabbi. 
Detective Jacob Lev must unravel the 
connection between the Golem, a Hollywood 
murder, and himself.

735 pages   HB   CD   DAB   EB

KING, Stephen
REVIVAL
The Reverend, an embittered minister, and Jamie 
Morton, a man with demons of his own, form a 
Faustian bond in a small New England town.

599 pages   HB   CD   DAB   EB

KINSELLA, Sophie
SHOPAHOLIC TO THE STARS
Becky and her family are new to Hollywood, 
and star struck. When she becomes the 
personal stylist for a star, Becky thought it was 
everything she ever wanted. But is it?

643 pages   HB   DAB   EB

MANDEL, Emily St. John
STATION ELEVEN
Famous actor, Arthur Leander, died from a 
heart attack while on stage. Thus begins the 
tale of all those who touched his life, and the 
eerie collapse of civilization.

557 pages   HB   CD   DAB   EB

MARGOLIN, Phillip
WOMAN WITH A GUN
Stacey is curious about the subject of a prize 
winning photograph titled Woman with a Gun. 
Is it really a photo of a suspected murderer? 
Why wasn’t the mystery solved?

379 pages   PB   CD   EB

MORRIS, Gilbert
WITNESS IN HEAVEN
Charlene Peace and Boone Manwaring must 
travel from Colorado to Virginia as the Civil War 
escalates. It’s a difficult and dangerous journey 
for Northerners.

491 pages   HB   CD   DAB

MORRIS, Gilbert
CHARIOTS IN THE SMOKE
Fear caused David to desert the Confederate 
army. When he fell ill, David decided he would 
rather die in battle than from disease; a 
decision that made him a hero.

447 pages   HB   CD   DAB

PARKER, T. Jefferson
FULL MEASURE
Patrick returned from Afghanistan only to 
discover his parents’ avocado ranch destroyed 
by fire, and his brother keeping company with 
criminals. Making things right will require some 
agonizing choices. 

487 pages   HB   DAB 

PATTERSON, James
PRIVATE INDIA:  CITY ON FIRE
Santosh Wagh, the new head of the Mumbai 
branch of the elite detective agency Private, 
is tracking a serial killer who could plunge the 
city, and the agency, into chaos.

500 pages   PB   DAB   EB

PERRY, Marta
THE FORGIVEN
Rebecca Fisher is struggling to raise her children 
and keep their farm following her husband’s 
death. Surprisingly, hope and help comes in the 
form of an old family diary.

423 pages   HB 
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FICTION
PICOULT, Jodi
LEAVING TIME
Jenna always refused to believe that her 
mother abandoned her when she was a child. 
She hopes that a psychic, a detective, and her 
mother’s journals will help her find the truth.

687 pages   HB   CD   DAB   EB

PRESTON, Douglas
BLUE LABYRINTH
The discovery of a dead man on his front porch 
propelled Special Agent Aloysius Pendergast 
into an examination of his own family’s sinister 
past as he searches for the killer.

594 pages   HB   CD   DAB   EB

SANDFORD, John
DEADLINE
Virgil Flowers is investigating a murder. The 
victim is a local reporter and the disturbing 
evidence indicates that it may have been an 
assassination… commissioned by the local 
school board.

447 pages   HB   CD   DAB   EB

SCOTTOLINE, Lisa
BETRAYED
With her own life in turmoil, Judy begins an 
investigation into the death of her aunt’s best 
friend. What she discovers is more shocking 
than she had ever imagined.

509 pages   HB   CD   EB   DAB

SNELLING, Lauraine
TO EVERYTHING A SEASON
Miriam Hastings met Trygve Knutson when she 
moved to Blessing, North Dakota, to train as a 
nurse. Will a family emergency separate them 
forever? 

453 pages   PB   DAB

SPENCER, Kathrine
ALL IS BRIGHT
As Christmas approaches, Reverend Ben recalls 
fond memories of the past. Meanwhile, his 
daughter Rachel looks to the future with 
trepidation and hope.

415 pages   HB 

ST. JAMES, Simone
SILENCE FOR THE DEAD
Kitty is a nurse at Portis House, a hospital for 
soldiers shell-shocked in the Great War. But 
strange things are happening. This place for 
healing is turning into a nightmare.

555 pages   HB   DAB   EB

STEEL, Danielle
PEGASUS
Former members of the aristocracy, Nicolas von 
Bingen and his family were forced to flee Nazi 
Germany. Their new life in America would be 
filled with tragedy and salvation. 

418 pages   PB   CD   EB

TAYLOR, Patrick
AN IRISH DOCTOR IN PEACE  
AND AT WAR
Following World War II, Fingal O’Reilly became 
the doctor in the Irish village of Ballybucklebo. 
Years later he is older, wiser and settled, until 
an old secret is revealed.

637 pages   HB   CD   DAB   EB

WAX, Wendy
THE HOUSE ON MERMAID POINT
Maddie, Avery, and Nikki are transforming 
the home of rock legend “William the Wild” 
into a bed-and-breakfast for a reality show. 
Unfortunately this gig isn’t William’s idea of fun.

591 pages   HB   EB

WOODROOF, Martha
SMALL BLESSINGS
English professor Tom Putnam’s fragile, neurotic 
wife Marjory has invited Rose, a new employee 
at the campus bookstore, to dinner. Amazed, 
Tom wonders if it’s a sign of change.

585 pages   HB   DAB   EB

WOODS, Stuart
PARIS MATCH
In Paris on business, Stone Barrington discovers 
that an old enemy is still holding a grudge. 
Meanwhile, a project he’s working on in the 
U.S. is about to be derailed.

363 pages   HB   DAB   CD
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MYSTERY
ADLER-OLSEN, Jussi
THE MARCO EFFECT
Marco is fifteen and is in hiding from a 
murderer and the police. D.I. Carl Mørck is 
determined to solve this case, and save Marco 
from a killer.

775 pages   HB   EB

AIRD, Catherine
DEAD HEADING
Detectives Sloan and Crosby are investigating 
a number of destructive break-ins at local 
greenhouses, followed by the disappearance 
of a local blackmailer. Will they soon be 
investigating a murder?

348 pages   HB 

ALEXANDER, Tasha
THE COUNTERFEIT HEIRESS
Lady Emily is once again embroiled in murder. 
This time it’s a woman who was posing as the 
mysterious heiress, Estella Lamar. Who was 
really the intended victim?

451 pages   HB   DAB   EB

ANDREWS, Donna
THE NIGHTINGALE BEFORE CHRISTMAS
Meg is coordinating a decorator show house. 
Each decorator is assigned a different room, 
and massive egos abound. When a murder 
occurs, Meg’s good friend is the main suspect.

411 pages   HB   DAB   EB

BARRETT, Lorna
BOOK CLUBBED
When cranky receptionist Betsy Dittmeyer 
died from what seemed to be an accident, the 
reading of her will revealed some dark secrets 
and possibly a motive for murder.

421 pages   HB   EB

BOWEN, Rhys
QUEEN OF HEARTS
Lady Georgiana Rannoch’s glamorous actress 
mother is heading to Reno for a quick divorce. 
It becomes an unfortunate trip, complicated by 
mayhem and murder. 

459 pages   HB   EB

BOX, C. J.
SHOTS FIRED
C.J. Box gives us four short stories from Joe 
Pickett Country, where Pickett goes up against 
bad buys of all shapes, sizes and nationalities.

303 pages   HB   CD   EB

CAMILLERI, Andrea
HUNTING SEASON
A stranger’s arrival in Vigata, a town where 
everyone knows everybody’s business, has 
the town buzzing. Suddenly people are dying 
mysteriously. Are the stranger and the deaths 
connected?

397 pages   PB   DAB   EB

CAMPION, Alexander
MURDER ON THE MEDITERRANEAN
Commissaire Capucine Le Tellier is on a 
Mediterranean cruise aboard a friend’s yacht. 
When the cook disappears, they blame bad 
weather. Then her jacket is found…with a 
bullet hole.

459 pages   HB 

CASTILLO, Linda
THE DEAD WILL TELL
Police Chief Kate Burkholder is called to the 
scene of an apparent suicide. Kate is suspicious, 
and soon discovers a link between this death 
and a horrifying murder thirty-five years ago.

391 pages   HB   CD   DAB   EB

CHILDS, Laura
GOSSAMER GHOST
New Orleans shop owner Carmela heard 
strange noises in a neighboring antique shop 
and discovered the bloody body of the owner. 
Was it a robbery gone bad, or murder?

445 pages   PB 

CORNWELL, Patricia
FLESH AND BLOOD
Forensic Pathologist Dr. Kay Scarpetta is 
pursuing a serial sniper. When the clues begin 
to add up, she is shocked to discover that her 
niece is a key suspect.

561 pages   PB   CD   EB
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MYSTERY
COSTA, Shelley
BASIL INSTINCT
Chef Eve Angelotta’s grandmother has been 
asked to join a secret culinary society. Eve is 
concerned. Her further research reveals the 
society’s meals are inspired by famous female 
poisoners.

395 pages   HB 

CROMBIE, Deborah
TO DWELL IN DARKNESS
Detective Superintendent Duncan Kincaid is 
investigating a bombing at St. Pancras Station. 
It’s a tangled case that will cause him to 
question the job he has devoted his life to.

456 pages   PB   CD   EB

EVANOVICH, Janet
THE JOB
The FBI teamed Special Agent Kate O’Hare with 
con man Nicholas Fox to bring down the world’s 
most untouchable bad guys. This could be their 
biggest caper; providing they survive.

319 pages   PB   CD   EB

FOLGER, Joni
OF MERLOT AND MURDER
Thrilled to have her family’s winery participate 
in a local wine festival, Elise is soon horrified 
when a rival vintner is murdered and her 
grandmother is the chief suspect.

391 pages   HB 

FRANCIS, Felix
DICK FRANCIS’S DAMAGE
Jeff Hinkley is working undercover for the 
British Horseracing Authority. While shadowing 
a suspicious trainer, Jeff witnesses a murder. 
Finding the killer is crucial for the industry and 
his safety.

535 pages   HB   CD

JOHNSON, Craig
SPIRIT OF STEAMBOAT
It’s Christmas Eve and Sheriff Walt Longmire is 
reading A Christmas Carol in his office when a 
mysterious young woman appears, claiming she 
must return something to his predecessor.

205 pages   HB   CD   EB

LOVESEY, Peter
THE STONE WIFE
Why would someone be murdered because of a 
large slab of carved stone? Head of Bath C.I.D, 
Peter Diamond, wants answers. Meanwhile the 
stone is causing problems for all concerned.

585 pages   HB 

MCCALL SMITH, Alexander
THE HANDSOME MANS DE LUXE CAFÉ
Precious Ramotswe’s detective agency has a 
new case. An Indian woman, with no memory 
of how she came to Botswana, must discover 
who she is before the authorities step in. 

371 pages   HB   CD

OLEKSIW, Susan
FOR THE LOVE OF PARVATI
While visiting family in India, Anita Ray 
discovers a body washed up on the riverbank. 
No one, not even the police, is willing to answer 
her questions.

397 pages   HB 

ROSENFELT, David
HOUNDED
Defense attorney Andy Carpenter gets a frantic 
phone call from Pete Stanton, a policeman 
friend. Pete has just discovered the body of an 
ex-con, and now he needs a lawyer.

423 pages   HB   DAB   EB

SPENCER-FLEMING, Julia
TO DARKNESS AND TO DEATH
In a small Adirondack town, the simple case of a 
woman lost in the woods soon has Police Chief 
Russ Van Alstyne and Reverend Clare Fergusson 
untangling a murder.

617 pages   HB 

TODD, Charles
A TEST OF WILLS
Inspector Ian Rutledge returned to Scotland Yard 
from the battlefields of France. His first murder 
investigation implicates a decorated war hero. 
This case could ruin his career and his life.

427 pages   PB   EB
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NONFICTION
ARMSTRONG, Karen
FIELDS OF BLOOD
201.72 ARMSTRO
How did we begin to equate faith with 
aggression and intolerance? Karen Armstrong 
had a mission: to discover the truth about 
violence in the world’s major religions. 

983 pages   HB   DAB   EB

BINCHY, Maeve
MAEVE’S TIMES
824.914 BINCHY
Maeve Binchy has always been interested in 
other people’s lives. She began her writing 
career with human interest stories for the Irish 
Times. This is a collection of those writings.

587 pages   HB   CD   DAB

BOWEN, James
THE WORLD ACCORDING TO BOB
636.8 BOWEN
James Bowen has struggled with his 
transformation from street musician to 
celebrity. Bob, the ginger cat who is responsible 
for James’ transformation, doesn’t seem to be 
bothered at all.

313 pages   HB 

FORD, John
SUDDENLY, THE CIDER  
DIDN’T TASTE SO GOOD
639.9092 FORD 
Retired after 20 years as a Maine Game Warden, 
John Ford shares a collection of humorous and 
serious tales of dealing with man and nature.

263 pages   HB 

FROMARTZ, Samuel
IN SEARCH OF THE PERFECT LOAF
641.815 FROMART
Journalist and bread baking hobbyist Samuel 
Fromartz received a dream assignment: travel to 
France and work in a boulangerie. This began his 
quest to study bread from seed to table. 

467 pages   HB 

GUTRADT, Gail
IN A ROCKET MADE OF ICE
362.732 GUTRADT
Gail shares stories from her time as a volunteer 
at the Wat Opot Children’s Community in 
Cambodia. She found a  haven that provides a 
refuge, a family and changed lives.

545 pages   HB   EB

ISAACSON, Walter
THE INNOVATORS
004.092 ISAACSO 
Beginning in the 1840s with Ada Lovelace, 
daughter of Lord Byron, the author explores the 
“hackers, geniuses and geeks” that shaped the 
evolution of the computer and our digital world.

955 pages   HB   DAB   EB

JANS, Nick
A WOLF CALLED ROMEO
636.9773 JANS
Residents of Juneau, Alaska, were guarded 
when a wolf came frequently to interact with 
people and dogs in the community. Slowly, 
Romeo became a friend and ambassador from 
the wild.

399 pages   HB   EB

KEAHEY, John
HIDDEN TUSCANY
914.5504 KEAHEY
Tuscany is rich with history, scenery and cuisine. 
John Keahey invites us to leave the tourist sites 
behind to explore Tuscany’s small coastal islands 
and towns.

395 pages   HB 

KRAUTHAMMER, Charles
THINGS THAT MATTER
973 KRAUTHA
Columnist Charles Krauthammer offers 
reflections on events that shaped his career, 
and includes selections from his columns on the 
follies, tragedies and triumphs of American life.

526 pages   PB   CD   DAB   EB
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LAMOTT, Anne
SMALL VICTORIES
248 LAMOTT
Anne Lamott shares stories of how our victories 
over hardship and pain, no matter how small, 
can help us turn toward hope, even in the most 
desperate of situations.

295 pages   HB   CD   DAB   EB

LEWIS, Damien
THE DOG WHO COULD FLY
940.54494 LEWIS
R.A.F Airman Robert Bozdech was shot 
down behind enemy lines in 1939. There he 
encountered an abandoned puppy he named 
“Ant.” The two would go on to become heroes.

475 pages   HB 

LEWIS, Sean
WE MAKE BEER
338.4766 LEWIS
This is a tour of craft beer brewing in America. 
An industry where creators speak their minds, 
competitors are friend and people put their 
heart and soul into their work.

271 pages   HB 

MCCAIN, John
THIRTEEN SOLDIERS
355.0092 MCCAIN
The remarkable accounts of thirteen soldiers, 
from the Revolutionary War of 1776 through 
Iraq, who personify the best of America.

661 pages…HB   DAB

O’REILLY, Bill
KILLING PATTON
355.0092 OREILLY 
In the months following World War II, General 
George S. Patton Jr. died unexpectedly. O’Reilly 
recounts the events and suspicions surrounding 
Patton’s tragic demise.

625 pages   HB   CD   DAB   EB

OWEN, Mark
NO HERO
359.984 OWEN 
Mark Owen gives an account of his most 
meaningful missions as a Navy SEAL. His stories 
underscore the intimate personal struggles of 
war and what he learned from them.

367 pages   HB 

POL, Jan
NEVER TURN YOUR BACK  
ON AN ANGUS COW
636.089 POL
Dr. Jan Pol, a veterinarian in rural Michigan 
since the 1970s, has treated patients from white 
mice to horses and everything in between. 
These are some of his favorite veterinary stories.

385 pages   HB   EB

ANDERSEN, Christopher
THE GOOD SON
B KENNEDY 
John F. Kennedy Jr. and his mother Jackie 
Kennedy Onassis shared an intense, often 
stormy, relationship. Chris Andersen gives some 
insights into this iconic American family.

611 pages   HB   DAB

BUSH, George H. W.
41
B BUSH
George H. W. Bush served in WWII, married 
his hometown sweetheart and was successful 
in business and politics. He is also an inspiring 
father and a great American.

449 pages   PB   CD   DAB

LOH, Sandra Tsing
THE MADWOMAN IN THE VOLVO
B LOH
A candidly funny chronicle of a woman trying 
to keep her teenage daughters, an aging 
parent, and her life on track while battling the 
raging hormones of “the change.”

318 pages   HB

NONFICTION
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BALOGH, Mary
ONLY ENCHANTING
Flavian married Agnes as revenge against his 
former fiancée. When Agnes learns the truth, 
Flavian must make amends, especially because 
now he knows that Agnes is his true love.

513 pages   HB   EB

BLAKE, Maya
WHAT THE GREEK CAN’T RESIST
Newly widowed, but not grieving over her 
failed marriage, Perla is determined to avoid 
powerful men. But, one night of passion with a 
Greek tycoon changes her life forever.

288 pages   HB 

BLAKE, Maya
THE ULTIMATE PLAYBOY
Billionaire Narciso Valentino is at the Q Virtus 
club seeking revenge. Ruby is there in hopes 
Narciso can save her restaurant. She didn’t 
intend to fall for the ultimate temptation.

287 pages   HB

DEVERAUX, Jude
CHANGE OF HEART
Childhood friends Chelsea and Eli reveled in 
solving mysteries. They lost touch over the 
years, but are reunited in another mystery. 
Will their childhood friendship blossom into 
something more?

453 pages   HB   CD

FEATHER, Jane
A WEDDING WAGER
Serena rebuffed Sebastian Sullivan at her 
stepfather’s command. Now, her stepfather is 
forcing her into a liaison with a dissolute earl 
and Sebastian is the only one who can help.

545 pages   HB 

FEATHER, Jane
AN UNSUITABLE BRIDE
Winning the Sullivan brothers’ inheritance 
depends on Peregrine Sullivan. Is the middle-
aged spinster with the young woman’s eyes the 
one to capture his heart and fulfill their destiny?

561 pages   HB 

ROMANCE
FEATHER, Jane
TRAPPED AT THE ALTAR
Married against her will to Ivor Chalfont to 
forge an alliance between their families, Ari is 
determined to keep her new husband from her 
bed. Will Ivor change her mind?

499 pages   HB

HUNTER, Jillian
THE MISTRESS MEMOIRS
Kate accepts employment in the home of 
courtesan Georgette Lawson. Her duties 
include helping Georgette write her scandalous 
memoirs, and helping a subject of those 
memoirs restore his honor.

391 pages   HB 

JEFFRIES, Sabrina
HOW THE SCOUNDREL SEDUCES
Investigator Tristan Bonnaud has been asked 
by the pesky Lady Zoe Keane to locate a 
mysterious gypsy. He didn’t expect to fall for 
the woman he had considered a pest.

487 pages   HB

JENKINS, Beverly
DESTINY’S CAPTIVE
Ship captain Noah Yates believes marriage is 
good, for someone else. The beautiful and 
spirited pirate, Pilar, may be about to change 
his mind.

421 pages   HB 

MARTIN, Kat
AGAINST THE WILD
Lane agreed to renovate an old fishing lodge in 
Alaska. The job looked interesting, but the real 
attraction was not the building with the dark 
legacy, but the new owner.

523 pages   HB   EB

MARTIN, Kat
AGAINST THE FIRE
Gabriel Raines isn’t sure who is setting fires to 
his new development. Working with Mattie 
Baker to track down the arsonist will spark a 
different kind of fire.

507 pages   HB   EB
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MCCOY, Shirlee
THE COTTAGE ON THE CORNER
Charlotte is determined to open her own 
bakery. Nothing and no one is going to 
interfere with her plans. Then Max Stanford 
asks for help with his three-year-old daughter.

437 pages   HB 

PALMER, Diana
INVINCIBLE
Carlie doesn’t like Carson, a close friend of 
her boss. But when she witnesses a crime, only 
Carson can protect her from a vicious criminal 
who wants her silenced.

383 pages   HB CD EB

PALMER, Diana
WYOMING STRONG
Neighbors on their respective Wyoming 
ranches, Wolf Patterson and Sara Brandon 
despise each other. Both have dark secrets in 
their past, but mischievous fate has plans for 
their futures.

375 pages   HB   CD   EB

PALMER, Janet
CHRISTMAS IN COWBOY COUNTRY
Annie is spending Christmas at her parents’ 
Colorado ranch. Marshall is a surveyor, 
working on their neighbor’s land. Friends and 
fate intervene to help them discover the spirit 
of Christmas.

327 pages   HB   EB

PUTNEY, Mary Jo
NOT QUITE A WIFE
Lord Kirkland and his wife had been separated 
for 10 years. Will a chance encounter be the 
catalyst to rekindle their passion and rebuild 
their life?

415 pages   HB   EB

ROBERTS, Nora
BLOOD MAGICK
Branna fully embraces the legends of her Irish 
home. Her only sadness is that she can’t have 
a future with the man she loves because it’s 
forbidden by history and blood.

487 pages   HB   CD   MP3CD

ROMANCE
SHALVIS, Jill
IT’S IN HIS KISS
Becca has uprooted her life to escape to the 
beach and live in the moment. Life in Lucky 
Harbor becomes especially interesting when she 
meets Sam Brody.

445 pages   HB   DAB   EB

WHEN THE SNOW FALLS
Four popular authors provide novellas that 
revolve around the holidays, mistletoe and 
romance.

595 pages   HB   CD

WINTERS, Rebecca
BECOMING THE PRINCE’S WIFE
Prince Valentino is increasingly distracted by 
Carolina, a beautiful commoner. Valentino 
knows he’s playing with fire, and that Carolina 
could cost him everything.

285 pages   HB

WOODS, Sherryl
ANGEL MINE
When Heather decided to move back to her 
hometown with her daughter Angel, she was 
surprised to learn that Angel’s father wants 
nothing to do with his daughter. 

430 pages   HB   MP3CD   EB

WOODS, Sherryl
AFTER TEX
Megan loves New York, but her grandfather, 
Tex, has been determined she should return to 
Wyoming. His final plan worked. In his will, Tex 
named Megan guardian of his daughter.

447 pages   HB   EB

WOODS, Sherryl
SWAN POINT
Adelia is rebuilding her life in Serenity. With 
a new home, new job, and independence, she 
isn’t looking for romance, but crossing paths 
with Gabe Franklin could change her mind.

513 pages   HB   CD   EB
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BRANDVOLD, Peter
BLOOD MOUNTAIN
A stranded wagon train is about to fall victim 
to a gang of cruel outlaws. Their best hope is 
Nordstrom, a quiet man who has nothing to lose.

403 pages   PB 

COLT, Paul
BOOTS AND SADDLES: A CALL TO GLORY
It’s 1916 and Second Lieutenant George Patton 
is mired in a dead-end career. Soon President 
Wilson will send the Cavalry to confront Pancho 
Villa, and Patton’s legend will begin.

543 pages   PB

HAGUE, Harlan
THE PEOPLE
In this fanciful saga, Western tribes have formed 
a confederation to defend their home. They 
have gold mines, superior weapons, and the help 
of an ancient people called the Celestials.

317 pages   PB 

JOHNSTONE, William W.
SIXKILLER, U.S. MARSHAL
John Henry Sixkiller served in the Civil War and 
as a tribal policeman. Now a U.S. Marshal, he 
must face the most ruthless enemy of his career, 
and survive.

407 pages   HB 

JOHNSTONE, William W.
PREACHER’S BLOOD HUNT
Preacher just wants to make a living trapping 
furs. Unfortunately the Rocky Mountain trail is 
infested with thieves and murderers; requiring 
Preacher to dispense his own brand of justice.

365 pages   HB EB

JOHNSTONE, William W.
FLINTLOCK
After busting out of prison, Flintlock joins a 
hunt for gold. But there will be a trail of blood 
between the jail and the treasure.

461 pages   HB 

WESTERN
JOHNSTONE, William W.
BLOODY SUNDAY
Luke Jensen became a bounty hunter after 
the Civil War. He believes Gloria Jennings 
is innocent, but will have to fight a pack of 
ruthless men to prove it.

367 pages   PB 

LALIRE, Gregory
CAPTURED
Libbie left for Montana Territory in 1866 and 
was captured by the Sioux. But this is just the 
beginning of the story, narrated by her infant 
son Danny.

617 pages   PB 

MAYO, Matthew
HIGH ROCKS REVENGE
When Niall Winters returned from a cattle drive 
to find his wife missing and his ranch burned, 
he rode off into a raging storm with nothing on 
his mind but revenge.

253 pages   PB 

SAVAGE, Les
BLACK ROCK CAÑON
Rockwall and Taylor came to Montana to 
capture wild horses in the Hellgate Strip, but 
soon learned the area was off limits. They may 
have to bend that rule to survive.

231 pages   HB 

SAVAGE, Les
ARIZONA SHOWDOWN
Brian squandered much of his inheritance on 
liquor, gambling, and women. Unfortunately, 
changing his ways may not be enough to save 
everything he finally realized he loved.

263 pages   PB 

SWARTHOUT, Glendon
THE HOMESMAN
Four women, broken by frontier hardship, must 
be escorted east to a sanitarium. The only man 
Mary Bee Cuddy could find to help her was a 
low-life named George Briggs.

393 pages   PB 


